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Introduction: Pollution is a major concern in big cities. Most pollution studies have focused on the related side effects to the pulmonary and cardiovascular systems. 
More recently, however, epidemiological and mechanistic studies suggest that air pollution can also have a negative impact on the integrity of the skin. Pollution can 
result in aggravated skin sensitivity and reactivity. It has been determined that particulate matter can generate reactive oxygen species, leading to lipid and protein 
oxidation that can induce up-regulation of proinflammatory mediators. A harmful synergy between UV (particularly UVA) radiation and pollution was also observed. The 
objective of this study was to evaluate the efficiency of a skin care product routine to reduce the reactivity to pollution of women having sensitive skin in a polluted 
environment. 

Methods: 53 Chinese women from 35 to 63 years old with sensitive skin according to a standardized questionnaire and having a positive stinging test (10% Lactic acid 
solution) score were recruited. Repeated applications for 4 weeks in a highly polluted environment in Shanghai (China) of a mild cleanser to remove the particles without 
damaging the skin barrier, a face care developed for sensitive skin (containing Neurosensine and LRP thermal spring  water)  and  a  daily  sun  care with high UVB and 
UVA protection level were performed. At T0 and T4 weeks, evaluations were done: stinging test, cutaneous functional signs (stinging, burning, discomfort), clinical signs 
by dermatologic scores (erythema, dryness, desquama- tion), and self-assessment of skin sensitivity and reaction to triggering factors. Lastly, expression of carbonyl proteins 
was analyzed from D-squames (tape stripping). 

Results: The skin care product routine significantly reduced the facial stinging test score (-29.1%), pruritus, discomfort, tugging feeling, and the physical signs (-100% 
dryness, -69% roughness). Self-assessment demonstrated a decrease of skin sensitivity feeling and decrease of skin reactivity to triggering factors. There was a significant 
decrease of the carbonyl proteins after 4 weeks of routine use, showing less oxidative stress. 

Conclusion: This study demonstrated in a polluted environment the interest of using adapted products to reduce skin sensitivity. These products were developed to 
remove the pollution particles without damaging the skin barrier, to reinforce the skin barrier, decrease the skin inflammation and to protect against the UV/ pollution 
damaging effect. 
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